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We study the estimation problem for a continuous (Gaussian) process with independent increments 
when both the mean (drift) and variance (diffusion coefficient) are functions of the parameter -9, in the 
situation where we cannot observe the whole path of the process but we are allowed to sample it at n 
times only. We are interested in asymptotic properties as the sample size n goes to infinity. 
Our main result is that there exist random sampling procedures (i.e. the ith sampling time is chosen 
as a function of the i ~ 1 previous observations) which are optimal in the sense of maximizing the limit 
of normalized Fisher information simultaneously for all values of the parameter. Then we construct 
estimates which are asymptotically normal and with minimal asymptotic estimation variance, again 
simultaneously for all values of the parameter. 
1. Introduction 
2.1. In this paper we deal with the following simple parametric statistical experi- 
ment: the parameter space is the compact interval 0 = [S,,, S,] of R, and P,? is the 
distribution of a continuous real-valued process X = (X,),iIo,,I with X,,= 0 and 
which is Gaussian with independent increments. Hence PI7 is characterized by the 
mean and variance of all X,‘s, which we suppose to be of the form 
I 
I 
-&(X0 = a(~, 6) ds, var,(X,) = 
I’ 
c(s, 6) ds (1.1) 
0 0 
(equivalently, X, = Ih a(.~, 6) ds +I:, w d W, under PIY, where W is a standard 
Brownian motion). 
The following assumptions are in force throughout the paper: 
Assumption 1.1. Regularity. a and c are differentiable in 8, with derivatives denoted 
by b and 2. Further, the functions a, c, ci, 2 are bounded and Lipschitz in time with 
a Lipschitz constant independent of 6. 
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Assumption 1.2. Non-degeneracy. inf,,, c(s, 6) > 0. 
In fact, we suppose (as it is usually the case in practical situations) that we cannot 
observe the whole path of the process. We can only observe X at n ‘sampling times’, 
say T(n, l), . . . , T(n, n). The family .Yn = (T(n, j): j = 1,. . . , n) of sampling times 
will be called the sampling procedure, and S(Y,,) denotes the observed u-field, 
generated by the n observations XT,,,,,). The actual statistical model is then %(Y’,,) = 
(Q, %Yti), (PB)ii<~6)). 
We will be interested in asymptotic properties of the models g(.‘p,) as the sampling 
size n increases to infinity: asymptotic behaviour of the Fisher information, local 
asymptotic normality (LAN property of Hajek [4] and Le Cam [7]), existence of 
consistent estimators, etc. . Of course, we can hope for a sequence of consistent 
estimators only under the following identifiability assumption (which amounts to 
saying that any two measures P, and Pi are mutually singular on the ‘big’ a-field 
9 generated by all X,‘s): 
Assumption 1.3. Identijubilif_y. If 6 f [ the function c( . , 19) and c( . ,l) are different. 
1.2. Let us first state (without proof: the following facts are well-known, and they 
also follow from the general results of this paper) what happens in the case of 
deterministic sampling, i.e. when the T(n, i)‘s are deterministic. We can assume 
T(n,l)<T(n,2)<. .< T(n, n), and we set T(n,O)=O and 
Tt ,!,,I 
a:,(6) = 
I 
a(s, 6) ds and similarly for ci:,(8), c:,(6), C:,(8), (1.2) 
I(n.l-Ii 
Y(S, 6) = 
[ I C(s, 79) 2 ds, 6) ’ M(aj = sup Y(S, 6). 5 (1.3) 
Under P,., the variables X7(n.,1-X7(,,,,_I~ are independent, normally distributed 
with means a’,(6) and variances c:,( 9). Hence ‘8(9,,) is a Gaussian model which 
is obviously regular, and its Fisher information at point 6 is 
(1.4) 
Then, due to Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, one easily sees that 
lim sup i I,(.Y,,) S-‘,M( 6), 
n 
(1.5) 
whatever sampling procedures Y,, are used. 
Example 1.1. Uniform sampling. We take T( n, i) = i/n. Then I+,(Y,)/ n is a Riemann 
sum, and 
1 
As, 8) d.y, (1.6) 
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which is in general strictly smaller than $A4(8). Furthermore we have the LAN 
property, and under the identifiability Assumption 1.3 the maximum likelihood 
d ?. 
estimators 6, are consistent, and under PiI the variables fi( 8,, - 6) converge in 
law to a centered normal variable with variance [I j:, y(s, 6) ds]-‘. 
These facts have been proved for more general models (the observed process X 
is a diffusion) by Dacunha-Castelle and Florens-Zmirou [2] and Dohnal [3]. 
Example 1.2. We choose s E [0, l] and take T(n, i) = 1 A (s + i/n’) if s < 1, or 
T(n,i)=l-(n-i)/n’ifs=l.Then (1.4) readilyyields 
+ 1tY(yn)+4Y(s3 6). (1.7) 
Here again the LAN property holds, and if the function c(s, .) is injective (this is 
an identifiability assumption much stronger than Assumption 1.3) the maximum 
likelihood estimators 6,, are consistent and &(,I!?,, - 8) converge in law under Ply 
to a centered normal variable with variance 2/y(s, 19). 
In general we measure the quality of a sequence (Y,‘p,l) of sampling procedures by 
(1.8) 
Besides the Cramer-Rao inequality (which does not easily pass to the limit), 
the use of (1.8) as a quality measurement is substantiated by the LAN property: if 
this property holds, for any regular sequence of estimators (8,,) the variance of 
the limit of fi(&,, - 6) under P,, cannot be less than I,({.Y’,,}) ‘: see Ibragimov and 
Hash’minskii [5], Le Cam [7] or Strasser [lo]. 
Combining (1.5) and (1.7), we see that 
sup( I, ({Y,,}): all deterministic samplings Y,,) = $hrl( 6) (1.9) 
and for every 6 there exists a deterministic sampling sequence {.!Yn} which achieves 
this bound for this particular value of 6 (use the procedures (1.7) with s maximizing 
Y( ., 6)). 
1.3. However, in general there is no deterministic sampling sequence (9,) which 
achieves the bound (1.9) simultaneously for all 6 E 0. This is why we consider 
random sampling procedures, the main interest of this paper. 
For a random sampling procedure to be effective, it should go as follows: the 
first observation time T(n, 1) is deterministic; the second one T(n, 2) is a function 
of the first observed value XT(,,,); then T(n, 3) is a function of XT(,,,,) and X,(,, *), 
and so on until T(n, n). We will be interested in the following: 
(a) Prove that the model %‘(Y,,) is regular for all random sampling procedures. 
(b) Prove that Z,9({Y,,}) s$M(B) for every sequence {Sp,,} of random sampling 
procedures (hence one cannot improve on the bound (1.9)). 
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(c) Find a particular (and simple enough) sequence {Yn} of random samplings 
with Z,({Yn}) = $M( 6) for all 8 (the bound (1.9) is achieved simultaneously for all 
6), and having the LAN property; further, find a sequence (6,) of estimators such 
that the laws of &(6,, - 6) under P,? converge to .&(0,2/M(6)) for all 6 (hence 
the sequence (6,) is optimal simultaneously for all 6). For solving this problem 
we need some additional regularity on the function c. 
These questions are related to some problems about random planning of experi- 
ments (in regression analysis) which have been solved by Sokolov in [8] and [9]. 
Finally let us mention that the extension to d-dimensional processes X of the 
same type presents no additional difficulty (other than notational). The extension 
to d-dimensional parameter 6 is also easy, except that In(.!Yn) and M(6) become 
d x d symmetric nonnegative matrices: then problem (c) above can be solved only 
partially, in the sense that for any unit vector u in [Wd we can find a sequence {Sp,,} 
such that u~I,({P’,,})u =iuTM(6)u for all 6, and accordingly find ‘uniformly’ 
optimal estimators for the scalar product ~~6. 
2. Notation and results 
2.1. We begin with some notation. Let Yn be a (random) sampling procedure, with 
successive times T( n, j), j = 1, . . . , n, and set T(n, 0) = 0. Let 2: be the a-field 
generated by the X,( n,j,‘~ for j G i. Recall that T(n, i) is measurable w.r.t. X:_, (and 
T(n, 1) is deterministic, since xli is the trivial v-field). Observe that: 
l 
l 
l 
Set 
the sequence ( T( n, i): 0 s i c n) is not necessarily increasing, 
there are no a priori relations between the various Y’,,‘s. 
T+(n, i) = inf( T(n, j): 1 c j s i - 1, T(n, j) 2 T(n, i)) (with inf(@) = +a), 
A(n, i)={T+(n, i)<a}, 
A+(n, i) = 
i 
T+(n, i) - T(n, i) on A(n, i), 
o 
on A(n, i)‘, 
A_( n, i) = T( n, i) - T_( n, i), A(n, i) = A+(n, i)+A_(n, i), 
X(n, i) = 
X r+,( n,t 1 - XT_(n,il on A(n, i), 
0 on A(n, i)‘, 
Wn, i) = xT(n,i) - Xr_(n.rj- 
Observe that all the above quantities are 5Y:_,-measurable, with the exception of 
X’( n, i) which is only x:-measurable. We also set 
Z,“(c) = likelihood ratio of Pi w.r.t. P,? in restriction to F(Y,). 
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2.2. Our first result concerns the regularity of the model g(Yrz) = 
(G S(Y,), (P ,? ,~~~-)). ‘Regularity’ here means differentiability of <+ Z:(J) at C = 8, ) 
in L’(P,): this is slightly stronger than Le Cam’s regularity [7, lo], and the Fisher 
information at point 6 is then 
zij(yrt) = E8[(i~(6))21 
where Z:(S) denotes the derivative of l+ Z:(l) at 5 = 6. 
(2.1) 
Theorem 2.1. Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 the model g(Yr,) is regular for every 
random sampling procedure Y,,. 
Theorem 2.2. Under Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, for every sequence {Sp,,} of random 
sampling procedures we have 
IIY({.Yn}) := lim sup i Z,(.Y,,) S$M( 6). 
,1 (2.2) 
2.3. Next we turn to the LAN property. We are given a sequence {Yn} of random 
sampling procedures. A slightly non-traditional way of expressing the LAN property 
is as follows (see Le Cam [7, p. 1761). I n view of (2.2) the correct normalizing factor 
is l/A. Then the LAN property at 6 with Fisher information I,? is the weak 
convergence 
d;p(Z:(-9+~,/fi),. . .,Zd(-9+i,/Jn))j~(Z”(t,), . .,Z”(&)) (2.3) 
as n + co for all k E N, & E R (and {, 2 0 (resp. &s 0) if 19 = 6,, (resp. 6 = a,), recall 
O=[S,,, S,]), where Z”(<)=exp(cW-${‘Il‘l) and W is a normal variable with 
mean 0 and variance I,Y. Observe that in (2.3), -9+&/fi~ 0 for n large enough. 
It is obvious that the LAN property does not hold without an additional assump- 
tion on the sequence {Y,,}, even for deterministic procedures. 
Theorem 2.3. Let Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 be satisfied. Let 19 E 0 and assume 
ii A(n,i)LO, (2.4) 
I I 
; ;g, Y( T(n, i), 6) p, 21, (2.5) 
for some (deterministic) number Iti. Then the sequence of models g(.Y,, ) has the LAN 
property at 6 with Fisher information Z8, and further 
(2.6) 
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Remark. In fact (2.4) is not necessary in the above theorem: one can prove that 
(2.5) alone implies all the claims, but the proof is much more complicated. More 
generally, if (2.5) holds with a limit 21, which is random, then in (2.6) the limit 
is E,(I,) and the LAN property should be replaced by the so-called LAMN 
(local asymptotic mixed normality) property (i.e. in (2.3) we have Z”(l) = 
exp(lU&-:<“Ii,) where U is standard normal, independent from r,.,). 
Since we give below an optimal procedure which satisfies (2.5) with I, determinis- 
tic, and (2.4), we do not really need here all these refinements. 
2.4 Finally we exhibit a sequence {Y,,} which achieves the bound (2.2) for all 6 
and has the LAN property. The idea is to combine both examples of Section 1: one 
makes a first (rough) estimation s:, based on equally spacing the 6 first observation 
times in [0, 11; then one concentrates the VI-V% remaining ones around a time 
which maximizes the function s+ y(s, &:,), so as to obtain the final estimator G,,. 
Let us now describe the sampling procedure Y,,, and the estimator r?,, more 
precisely. For simplicity, write m = [&I] (the integer part of A). 
Step 1. Set T(n, i) = i/m for 1 s is m and, with T( n, 0) = 0: 
“)‘+~logc(T(n i) 5) > 5 
m 1 (2.7) 
Let r$:, minimize the function < + A,,( 5); then let S, be one of the numbers j/n’ 
(0 s,j 4 n’) which maximize the function s + y( s, 6:)) over the set {s = j/ n2: Osj G 
fl’}. 
Step2 Set B(n,i)={(i-I)/rn~-,,<i/m} (resp.=((m-l)/m<S,,~l})for 1s 
is m - 1 (resp. i = m), and 
i-l 
Si,=(S,-l/n)v-- 
m 
(2.8a) 
and 
T(n,m+j)=Sh+(j-1)/n’ for lsjsn-m on B(n,i). (2.Xb) 
Step 3. Set 
B,(L’)= f n 
I=“‘+* 1 
(2.9) 
and take for I?, the argument of the local minimum of the function 5 + B,( 6) which 
is closest to &. 
The first two steps define a random sampling procedure Y,, = (T( n, i): 16 is n). 
The choice of the T(n, j)‘s in Step 2 is somewhat arbitrary: what is important is 
that the sampling times for m + 1 cj G n be spaced by l/n’, be all in the same 
interval [(i-1)/m, i/m] as S,,, and be such that T(n,m+l)~S,,~‘T(n,n). We 
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could also take for S,, in Step 1 an argument of the maximum of s + y(s, 6:,) over 
the whole interval [0, 11, but it is often complicated to compute easily. There is also 
some arbitrariness in (2.7) and (2.9): we could e.g. replace c(i/m, 5) by 
I,~,!l.I Il,r(!l,l)] c(s, <) ds in 2.10, or c(S,,, 6) by c( T(n, i), 5) in (2.9), etc.. . . 
Theorem 2.4. (a) Let Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 be sakjied. Then.for every 9 E 0, 
i I,(Y,,)+ I,,(i.~,,l)=AM(8) (2.10) 
n 
and the sequence of models %(Y,,) possesses rhe LAN property al 6 with Fisher 
irzformarion I, = iM( 6). 
(b) Assume jirrther that c is twice d@erenriable in 6, with a bounded second 
derivative. Then fi)r every 6 E (6,,, 8,) with M( 6) > 0, fi( $,, - 0) converges in law 
under P, lo the normal distribution <,V(O, 2/ M( -9)). 
In other words, the sequence {Y,,} is optimal for all 6 E 0 simultaneously among 
all possible sequences of (random) sampling procedures, and also (I?,,) is an optimal 
sequence of estimators. 
We propose to use the contrasts A,,(l) and B,,(i) rather than maximum likelihoods 
for two reasons: first the proofs are simpler; more importantly the likelihoods for 
random sampling are complicated to write (see Proposition 3.2 below) and presum- 
ably difficult to maximize in practical situations as n gets large, while asymptotic 
properties are the same. 
3. Regularity for random sampling 
This section is devoted essentially to proving Theorem 2.1. The procedure 9, is 
fixed, and for simplicity we drop the letter ‘n’ in the notation of Section 2, writing 
thus T(i), A(i), Z”(l), A(i), RI, etc.. Set also 
7-(I) 
a”(i) = a(s, 6) ds, and similarly for b!(i), c”(i), C!(i), (3.la) 
7_OI 
T+Cl, 
a?(i) = a(~, 6) ds, and similarly for d:(i), c,“(i), e:(i) on A(i), (3.lb) 
r(I) 
a”(i)=aY(i)+ar(i), and similarly for b”(i), c”(i), C”(i) on A(i). (3.lc) 
We first observe that the process X under Pqy and conditionally w.r.t. Z, is 
Gaussian, with mean and covariance denoted by My(t) and Z’;‘(s, t): this is true 
by hypothesis if I =O, with Ml(t) = E,?(X,) and fR(s, t) = VarIY(X,n,) given by (1.1). 
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If this is true for I- 1, then a further conditioning w.r.t. X,,,, preserves the Gaussian 
property, since T(I) is T&,-measurable. Furthermore, a classical computation on 
Gaussian processes (similar to the computation of the mean and covariance of a 
Brownian bridge) gives, by induction on 1, an explicit form for Mr( t) and rF(s, t). 
Namely, if ug = 0 and u, S. . * 4 u, and {u, , . . . , u,} = {T(l), . . . , T(l)}, then 
I 
a(r, 8) dr+X,, if t 2 u,, 
I(, 
M:(t) = 
I 
I “I, 
a(~, 6) dr+X,,,_,+ a(r, 6) dr 1 (3.2) U,i_I U,i?l 
I 0 if s S u,, S I for some h S f, 
1‘ c( r, 6) dr if u,S.sSf, 
r;‘(s, t) =a I” 
“11 UI> -I c( r, 6) dr c( r, 6) dr c( r, 6) dr 
f [I u,>- I 1 
(3.3) 
Applying this and recalling that X’(i) = XT(,) - XT_<,, and that XT_,,, is R,_,-measur- 
able, we readily obtain the following: 
Lemma 3.1. The conditional distribution 0:’ of X’(i) w.r.t. SYe,, and under P,? is a 
normal distribution with mean M”(i) and variance u”(i) given by 
M”(i) = a!(i) on A(i)‘, 
X(i)c!!(i)/c”(i)+(a!(i)c:(i)-af(i)c’Y(i))/c”(i) on A(i), 
(3.4a) 
a”(i) = 
c!(i) on A(i)‘, 
c!(i)c:(i)/c”(i) on A(i). 0 
Proposition 3.2. We have Z”(L) = II:;, Z”(<, i), where 
(3.4b) 
[X’(i)- M’(i)]‘_[X’(i)- M”(i)12+log “t(i,) 
a’(i) a”(i) CT’ (I) II . (3.5) 
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Proof. Lemma 3.1 yields that Z”({, i), as given by (3.5), is the likelihood ratio 
dQ;/dQ” evaluated at point X’(i). Since the joint density is equal to the product 
of successive conditional densities, we obtain the result. 17 
It is clear from this result and from Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 that for every w, 
&‘+ Z”(l) is differentiable, with derivative 
-ml) = Z”(k3N5), (3.6) 
with 
B(5)= i B,(!z) 
i=l 
and 
In order to prove that this differentiability also holds in L’(P,), we need estimates 
on M’(i), a”(i) and their derivatives. First observe that 
b”(i) on A(i)C, 
c”(i)-‘[[X(i)-a”(i)][i,‘Y(i)cf(i)-ccZ(i)C:(i)] (3.7) 
+c”(i)[ciil(i)c~(i)-bf(i)c’Y(i)]] on A(i), 
6”(j) = 
iT( i) on A(i)‘, 
c”(i)~‘[C!(i)cf(i)‘-df(i)c!!(i)‘] on A(i). 
(3.8) 
We will use the following convention throughout the rest of the paper: if x(. ) 
and y( .) are functions of various variables (like w, 8, i, m, . . .) we write x = O,(y) 
if /x/y1 is bounded, uniformly on all parameters on which x and y may depend. 
Using Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, we readily check that, with this convention: 
a,“(i) =A,(i)[a(T(i), 8)+O,(A,(i))l, and similarly for b:(i), C:(i), (3.9) 
c:(i) = A+(i)c(T(i), 6)[1 +O,lA,(i))l, (3.10) 
c”(i)-’ =0,(1/A(i)), c:(i)-’ =0,(1/A,(i)). (3.11) 
Then using these estimates and (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8), we readily get 
~W-G)) on A(i)‘, 
M”(i) = 
I 
X(i)O,(l)+a(T(i), 9) A-~~~(i)O.(A(i)) on A(i), (3.12) 
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c(T(i), s)A_(i)[l+O,(A_(i))] on A(i)“, 
a”(i) = 
A(i) [I +o,(A(i))l o* A(i), 
(3.13) 
on A(i)“, 
&fx9(i) = 
+A_(i)A+(i)O,(l) on A(i), 
(3.14) 
A_(i)[e(T(i), 6)+O,(A_(i))] on A(i)“, 
. 
[c(T(i), a)+O,(A(i))] on A(i). 
(3.15) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) We first prove that the variables B(6) of (3.6) have 
VP > 0, “?P hJI~w)I”l <co. (3.16) 
It is enough to prove (3.16) for each B;(6) instead of B(S), and for p being an 
even integer. By (3.6) we have (dropping -9 for simplicity) 
IBil”SKP 
i 
(X’(i)-M(i))’ $f p+(X’(i)-M(i))2pf$&+ z ’ 
(’ > ( 11 
for some constant K,. If cy,, denotes the pth moment of a standard normal variable, 
it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
E,[lBl”lL?c-,]d$ [ . apJg++(aip+l) $ p( 11 
Now by (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) there is another constant K such that 
/~?“(i)/c+“(i)ls K and I&f”(i)l’/a”(i)C K(l+X(i)‘). If X*=SU~,,~,,,,~X,~, we 
have IX(i)lc2X*, hence there is still another constant Kh such that 
Now by (l.l), under P,, the process X equals a drift term plus a Wiener process 
time-changed according to t + IA ~(8, s) ds. Since u and c are bounded, we have 
X* s A + SUP,~, HI IV:‘1 for some standard Brownian motion W” and some constants 
A, B. Then sup, E19(X*P’2) < ~0, hence (3.16). 
(b) Our more complicated second step consists in proving that for all 6 E 0, 
p > 1, there is a neighbourhood Qp( 6) of 4 such that 
sup &rZSmpl < 00. 
51r’,,(iy) 
(3.17) 
Here again, in view of Proposition 3.2, it is enough to have this for Z”(l, i) instead 
of Z”(6). 
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We first observe that if Y is normally distributed with mean m and variance o, 
then for N, /?, y real, 
E(e 0 l,'+c(Y 1 y 1 
= 1 di&z exp +CC y-m~/?~+(~+P)1/2(~-2~)} if a<&, I if a>--. 2a 
Apply this to Y = X’(i) under the distribution Q:’ of Lemma 3.1: since Z”(& i)” = 
exp( Ly Y’+ p Y + y) for suitable a, p, y by (3.5), we obtain 
= P+(i) 
[ 
-I/? 
p-p+1 
a”(i) I [ exp -tp logg#+s.(i) , 1 
where 
+[piM’(i)/&(i)-(p-l) M”(i)/fl”(i)]’ 
2[p/d”(i)-(p-l)/rr”(i)] ’ 
provided a”( i)/a’( i) > I- l/p. 
Next we deduce from Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2 and (3.4) that lv”(i)/d(i) - 11 s 
1/2p uniformly in w, for all [ in some neighbourhood 0;(s) of 6. Hence for some 
constant KF, 
p,(t) s K, eaecii. (3.18) 
We now proceed to estimate S,(c). First let n,(c) =2(p/a’(i)-(p- 1)/~“(i)). 
Since \a”(i)/(~‘(i)- I/G 1/2p for <E OL(t9) and v”(i) is bounded (see (3.13)), there 
is a constant K’> 0 such that 
Then by (3.12) and (3.13) we easily check that for some other constant K”, 
JE O;(8) + &(J)c K” on A(i)‘. 
Suppose now that we are on A(i). If p([)=[af(i)c$(i)-a 
simple computation based on (3.4) yields 
$(i)ci(i) Ilci(G, a 
(3.20) 
S,(S) =S$$[X(i)2u(~,5)+X(i)4-9,i)+ w(-9,5)1, 
I 
192 
where 
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u(6,5)= 
[c!(i)c$(i) - cC(i)c:(i)]’ 
cJ?(i)cC(i)c:(i)c$(i)c’9(i)ci(i)’ 
v(6 
7 
<) = 2 b(8) -cL(LJl[cf(W(i) -cf(i)C(i)l 
c:( i)c$( i)cY?( i)ci( i) ’ 
w(6 <) = bL(8Q) -d5)1” 
a”( i)a’( i) . 
By (3.1), (3.10) and (3.11), ~(5) =O,(A_(i)A+(i)/A(i)). Hence Assumptions 1.2 
and (3.13) yield w(??,l) = O,(l). Applying first Assumption 1.1 and Taylor’s formula, 
second (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain 
c!(i)c$.(i)-c<(i)cz(i)=(l-6)A_(i)A+(i)O,(A(i)). 
Then (3.11) again yields ~(6, 5) = (c- 6)‘0,(1) and ~(6, 5) = IL- SlO,(l). There- 
fore, by 3.21 we have for 5~ Q;(s), 
&(~)~C,,[(f-0)‘X(i)2+]~--S/IX(i)]+l] on A(i) 
for some constant C,,. Finally, this and (3.18) and (3.20) yield 
<EQh(a) * ~,(LJ)~K,[~~“+E~,{~~~C,(~(~-IY)‘X*’+~~~-~~X*+~)}]. 
Now from the end of part (a), X*~A+sup,- Jw:YI, and we know that 
exp[sup,_ R] W:‘I’/S&?] is integrable. Therefore if 0,,( 6) is the set of all &E 0’;(s) 
such that 4C,,(5- 19)‘s l/Sa, we deduce (3.17). 
(c) In our last step we prove the differentiability of 5 + 2” (5) at 5 = 6, in L2( Pt9), 
which is the desired result. In view of (3.6), we only have to prove the /‘+,-uniform 
integrability of the family {[(Z”(l) - I)/([- G)]Z}ie( for some neighbourhood 0 
of 6, and for this it is enough to prove that 
(3.21) 
Writing Z”({)=1+(<-19)~:,Z”(s+n(~-6))du, we see that (3.21) will follow 
from 
sup E,9[i”(C)4] <a. (3.22) 
[CC 
Now Z”(l) = Z”(<)B(f) (see (3.6)), hence 
E,[i”({)4] = E,y[Z”(~)7”Z”(~)“zB(~)4] 
5 E,y[Z”(~)‘]“~E,[Z”oB(J)R11/7 
= E,1[Z”(J)7]“‘E<[B(<)8]“2. 
Thus (3.22) follows from (3.16) and (3.17), and the theorem is proved. 0 
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Corollary 3.3. The Fisher information of the model %‘(Yu) at point 6 is 
(3.23) 
Proof. By definition Z,7(.Y,,) = E,[ B( rY)I] ( see (3.6)). Applying Lemma 3.1 yields 
ES[B,(9)(kZ_,]=0, hence 
E,[Bi(6)‘(~~-,] I 
and another application of Lemma 3.1 gives (3.23). 0 
4. Proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 
Now we have a sequence {Y,?} of random sampling procedures. We use the notation 
of (3.1), (3.4), (3.6), adding the letter ‘n’: a!(n, i), . . . , M”(n, i), (~“(n, i), Z,“(& i). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We set 
EYwH)= Li [ 
R;l”(n, i)’ 
,-I a”(n, i) 
+f (gg)‘], (4.1) 
so that IIY(Y,,) = En[cy(.CP,)] by Corollary 3.3. Due to (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), 
KY(~,,)= 5 [X(n, i)‘o,(A(n, i))+$Y(T(n, i), a)+o,(A(n, i))l i=l 
s$nM(??)+K(X*‘+l) i A(n, i) (4.2) 
,=I 
for some constant K (recall that X* = SUP,~,~,, ,  IX,]). 
In general (l/n) I:_, A(n, i) does not tend to 0, so we will modify our sampling 
procedure by adding extra sampling points as follows. Set m = [fi] and n’= m + n, 
and T’(n’,i)=i/m for lsisrn and T’(n’,i)=T(n,i-m) for m+l<isn’. We 
thus define a new sampling procedure Yp’,, which obviously has 8(Y,,) G 9(Yk.). 
Hence IH(sPn)~ I,(Y:,,) and since n’/n+ 1 as n+co, we have 
<fM(8)+ K lim sup ErY 1+x** $ A’(n’, i) 
,I n’ i=, 1 (4.3) 
by (4.2) written for .YL,. Since A’( n’, i) s l/m by construction, (i/n’) C:l, A’(n’, i) s 
l/m+0 as n+cO. Since E,(X*‘)<co (cf. part (a) of the proof of Theorem 2.1), 
we deduce (2.2) from (4.3). 0 
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Now we proceed to proving Theorem 2.3. We assume (2.4) and (2.5) for some 6 
and we write 
(4.4) 
We also write MA+“V’n(~, i) = fi’(n, i) and (~‘+~‘~“‘(n, i) = &(n, i) and X(n, i) = 
X’(n, i) - M”(n, i). Hence by Lemma 3.1: 
Conditionally w.r.t. kZ’~_,~ under Pty, x(n, i) is a normal random 
variable with mean 0 and variance a”(n, i). (4.5) 
Finally set Y,,(~)=log2~(6+~/J-) h n w enever 6-t b/&~ 0, and denote by W a 
normal variable with mean 0 and variance Izy (the limit in (2.5)). In view of (2.3), 
the LAN property amounts to proving that 
(Y,r(lj))1- J- I, 
Y/(P,) 
- @+-m'f,Yh. j-r. 
Due to Proposition 3.2, we can write 
Y,,(5)=R,(5)+S,(5)+U,,(5)+ V,(5), 
where 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
R,(l)= i r’(n, i), r’(n, i)=- 
(M’(n, i)-M”(n, i))’ 
I=, 2+(n, i) ’ 
S,(5) = i s’(n, i), 
t-1 
U,(l)= 2 u’(n, i), u’(n, i)=X(n, i) M5(n, i) - M”(n, i) 
rz, &(n, i) ’ 
KC 
Lemma 4.1. 
I? 
5) = C ni(n, i), v’(n, i)=$[X(n, i)‘-cT”(n, i)] 
1 1 
~-~ 
r=l I c’(n, i) &(n, i) ’ 
We haue EIYIC~=, Ir’(n, i)(]-+O, and thus R,,({)aO. 
Proof. Since lti<(n, i)- M”(n, i)l~ (IL//&) supqc Cjltiq(n, i)l, (3.13) and (3.14) 
yield Ir’(n, i)l~ K(12/n)[X(n, i)‘+ l]A(n, i) for some constant K. Thus 
Ky[ i, Iri(n, i)]] s K[2E,y[(X*‘+ l)p,]. 
Since p,, -% 0 by (2.4) and p,, G 1 (recall that A(n, i) s 1) and E,y(X*2) < CJZ we are 
finished. 0 
Lemma 4.2. For each 6 there is a (non-random) integer n, such that 
n3ni * l+(n, i)/cr”(n, i)-11s:. (4.8) 
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Proof. There are random variables r]( n, i, 5) lying in between 19 and 6 + l/J;, such 
that 
&(n i) 5 a,cn,‘,i)( n, i) 
;=1+- 
a”( n, i) & u’(n, i) ’ 
(4.9) 
Now (3.13) and (3.15), and further Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2, yield 
u “““.‘.i’(n, i) 
u”(n, i) I I = dT(n, i), ~(n, i, 5)) +o,(A(n i)) c( T(n, i), 6) 
=Jy(T(n, i), 6)+O,(A(n, i))+O,(l[ln-I”). 
Since (4.10) is bounded, we deduce (4.8) from (4.9). 0 
(4.10) 
Lemma 4.3. We have S,,(c) 5 -$l’I,. 
Proof. If f(x)=l+l/(l+x)-log(l+x), we have s’(n, i) =&f(x) for x= 
a’(n, i)/u”(n, i)-1. Since f(x)+~x’=O,(l~/~) for x2-:, we deduce from (4.8), 
(4.9) and (4.10) that 
nani + s,,(i)=; _ [-y(T(n, i), 6)+O,(A(n, i)+/[lnp”‘)] 
t , 
= -$g2p:, + ~20”(pJ + IIpO,( np”2) 
and the result follows from (2.4) and (2.5). 0 
Lemma 4.4. We have U,(c) -k 0. 
Proof. By (4.5) we have E,[ui(n, i)lSYY_,]=O, and 
E,[ ui( n, i)‘I iFtO:_,] = v’( n, i) 
[ 
fi’(n’jI,y)8(n’ i, 1 ‘s 2jri(n, i)) 
for n 2 nc (apply (4.9)). Then EIY[ U,,({)‘]+O by Lemma 4.1. q 
Lemma 4.5. For all DEN, <,czlF%, we have (Vn(&)),_jsk y(p’y) > ({jW),_isk. 
Proof. By (4.5), E,y[vi(n, i) 1 X’y-,] = 0 and vi(n, i) is X:-measurable. Then by a 
standard result on limits of triangular arrays of martingale differences (see e.g. [6, 
VIII.2.27 and VIII.3.33]), it is enough to prove the following two properties: 
i E,[v’i(n, i)v”(n, i)JXY_,] * &&;I,, (4.11) 
i=l 
Jf Z$[vi~(n, i)“lX~_,] P, 0. (4.12) 
i=, 
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First, by (4.5) and (4.10), 
E,.j[&(n, i)&(n, i)l%?:P,] 
1 1 z$a”(n, j)’ ~_~ 
[ I[ 1 1 ~_~ a”(n, i) &(n, i) a”(n, i) C+(n, i) 1 
=&i,i,[~(T(n, i), 6)+O,(A(n, i))+(~5,~+~5,l)O,(~~“*~l, 
hence (4.11) follows from (2.4) and (2.5). 
Secondly, (4.12) is easily deduced from the following, which is a consequence of 
(4.9) and (3.13) and (3.15): 
E,[uij(n, i)“I%:_,]=$[l-a”(n, i)/+i(n, i)]“=O,(l,4/n’). q 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. In view of (4.7), and putting together Lemmas 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 
and 4.5, we have the LAN property (4.6). Finally, (4.2) yields 
~r,i.v,i=~E,Y[T,I~,)I=fE,(p’)+R,LI1+X*’)p,lO”(l). 
We have already seen that E,y[(l +X*‘)p,]+ 0. Since p: is uniformly bounded, 
(2.5) implies E,y(p:,)+21,y, and (2.6) follows. 0 
5. Proof of Theorem 2.4 
In this section {.Y’,4,} is the sequence of sampling procedures exhibited in Section 
2.4. Otherwise, notation of Section 4 is used throughout. We first prove the con- 
sistency of the preliminary estimators 6; of Step 1. 
Lemma 5.1. Under Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 we have 8; I’, 6. 
Proof. (a) We fix 6. (2.7) yields 
A,,(l)= lf a’(n, 4, where Ly’(n, i) = X’(n, i)’ 1 +-log c(ilm, 0, 
r=l c(ilm, i) m 
and the derivative in &’ is 
A,(l)= i cGS(n, i), where &‘(n, i) = 
1 X’(n, i)’ 1 dilm, 5) -- i=, m c(i/m, 5) c(i/m, 5) 
(b) The variables X’(n, i) for 1 s i 4 m are independent, normal, with means 
a!(n, i) and variances c!(n, i) (these are deterministic). Furthermore ai)(n, i) = 
O,( l/m) and c!( n, i) = O,( l/m), hence 
E,y[a5(n, i)] =- rln 
[ 
cff;z :)+log c(i/m, 5)+0,(1/m) =0,(1/m), 7 1 
E,y[as(n, i)‘] = O,(mp”), Var,y[Lui(n, i)]=O,(m~‘), 
hy[ s;p Ikui(n, i)] = Wllm). 
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Thus 
&(A,,(<)) =i ,f, [ c~~,,!~,~j +log c(ilw i)] +OJl/mL (5.1) 
Var8(Al(S)) = 0,(1/m), 
&( s;p la.,ci)l) = O”(1). 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(c) Recalling (3.1), we deduce from (5.1) by Riemann approximation that 
Then (5.2) implies A,,(l) A S(i). Further, (5.3) shows that the maps l+ A,,(l) 
satisfy Pit-a.s. the Ascoli compactness criterion in the space of all continuous 
functions on the compact set 0, for the uniform convergence. Then 
(5.4) 
Now, in view of Assumption 1.3, it is obvious that f has a unique minimum at 
5 = 9. By definition of $i,, the result then follows from (5.4). 0 
Corollary 5.2. Under Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 we have y(S,,, 6) L M(6). 
Proof. The function y(s, -9) is Lipschitz in (s, 6) with a Lipschitz constant K. Then 
from the construction of S,, 
]M(&-y(S,,, S)ls K(n?+l&-61). (5.5) 
The above properties of y also yield that 6 + y( *, 6) is continuous from 0 into 
the space C[O, 11) endowed with the uniform topology. Hence M( .) is continuous, 
and Lemma 5.1 implies M(6:) * M(6). Then (5.5) gives the result. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4(a). Due to Theorem 2.3, it suffices to prove (2.4) and (2.5) 
with I, =;M(S). First A(n, i)~ l/m for i d n by construction, hence (2.4) holds. 
Second, since IS,-T(n,i)(Gl/n for m+lsisn, we get Ir(S,,-9)- 
y( T(n, i), S)l =z K/n for all such i, and thus 
and since p; G M(6) we deduce (2.5) from Corollary 5.2. 0 
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It remains to study 6,. For this, instead of using the estimates (3.12)-(3.15) we 
will use the conditional distributions of the X’( n, j)‘s for j 3 m + 2 w.r.t. %z,, and 
also w.r.t. the following o-fields: 
9; = 
XIil ifj= mtl, 
%‘~va(X’(n,k): m+2Gksn) ifjam+2. 
(5.6) 
Note that the inclusion Cey c x; is strict, since X’( n, m + 1) is not measurable w.r.t. 
9:‘. 
In the remainder of this section, 6 is fixed and the basic measure is always P,Y. 
All the assumptions of Theorem 2.4(b) are in force, and we set J,, = 
{jEKJ: m+2<j<n}. 
Lemma 5.3. Conditionally w.r.t. EL, the vector (X’( n, j));<,,, is Gaussian with mean 
(N’,),,,,, and covariance (p!f),,ki.l,, given on B(n, i) (recall (2.8), here 1 s is m) by 
N, =X’(n, i)cf(n, j)+af(n, j)c!(n, i)-a!?(n, i)cf(n, j) 
” 
cY!(n, i) 
7 (5.7a) 
p’,” = 8jkcf(n, j) - 
c!(n, j)c!(n, k) 
c”(n, i) . 
(5.7b) 
Proof. The Gaussian property follows from the comments preceding (3.2). With 
the notation of (3.2) of (3.3), we have N’, = Mz( T(n, j)) - Mz( T(n, j- 1)) and 
,&=I,,(Vn,j), T(n,k))+r,,(T(n,j-l), T(n,k-1)) 
and on B(n, i) both T(n, j) and T(n, k) are on the same interval [Ui-r , Ui] in (3.3) 
and Lemma 3.1. Then (5.7) follows from a simple computation. 0 
We set X’( n, j) = X’( n, j) - N1, for j E J,,. The previous lemma yields: 
Conditionally on 22, (X’(n, j))jiJ,, is centered Gaussian with 
covariance (P;‘),,~~~,, (5.8) 
We deduce that for j E J,: 
Conditionally on %?y_, , X’( n, j) is a normal variable, with mean 
and variance denoted by N’, and pi (with fiX”=O of course). (5.9) 
We also define 2, as being equal, on B(n, i) (for 1 s is m), to X’(n, i) = 
Xi,“, -X~,-,,,m. The key estimates are: 
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Lemma 5.4. For all j E J,,, we have 
N-:, = Z,,O,( nm3”) + O,( nP2), 
(5.10) 
[ 
1-I 
Iv;= c X’( n, k) O”( F3”), I c(S 6) Pn - -1 __!LL+o,(n-‘). (5.11) L=m t2 n2 
Proof. (a) Recall A (n,i)-l/m for ism, and A_(n, j)==C” for jeJ,,. Then 
c?(n, i)=(l/m)c(S,,, 8)(1+0,(1/m)) and a!(n, i)=(l/m)a(S,,, 6)+0,(1/m) on 
B(n, i), and similarly c”(n, j)=n~‘c(S,,,9)(1+0,(1/n)) and a!(n,,j)= 
n -*a(S,, 6)+O,(n?) ifjE J,,, because then IT(n, j)-S,(s l/n. Thus (5.10) readily 
follows from (5.7). 
(b) If,j=m+2wehavefl(,=Oandpl,=pi, so (5.11) follows from (5.10). Now 
we fix j > m + 3 and n. By (5.8) and a simple computation on conditional Gaussian 
vectors, we obtain 
j-l 1-I 
N’, = c y,X’(n, l), P(,=p!i- c Y,PL 
I-m+2 ,=I?,+2 
(5.12) 
where (J+),,+~. ,. ,_, is the solution of the following system of linear equations: 
/I?= 1 pi’y, for all k with m+2sk=~j-l. 
/=,?I+2 
(5.13) 
Now let r be such that 1~~1 =sup,ly,I. Then (5.13) for k = r gives 
P:=PzY,+ c P5k, 
h#Y 
from which IpriI 2 Iyr((p~,r-~,,,. pz’). Now, the second property in (5.10) shows that 
P:-Ck+‘. p:l’> 0 for all n 3 n,,, where n,, is some constant. Hence 
lYvl~lp~ll[p~- C pi’] if nzn,. 
h#r 
Then (5.10) and Assumption 1.2 imply Y~=O,(~?‘~) and thus yk =Ou(n-“‘) as 
well for all k. Then (5.11) readily follows from (5.10). 0 
Lemma 5.5. We have 
sup E~~((z,,~~)<w for all ks0, 
n 
sup 
fin ,..., i,,tcJ,, 
k$, IT?‘(n, j,)l =O,(nmP) for allp~N. 1 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
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Proof. Since l.Z,, <2X*, (5.14) is obvious. By (5.8) and a well-known property of 
absolute moments of Gaussian vectors, 
&Y[fi, IX’(%j,)l lx::.l-K, $, (PY”)” 
for some constant K,, and (5.15) follows from (5.10). 0 
Next we set S(.s, 6) = c(s, 6)/c(s, 5) + log c(s, 5). Observe that by (2.9), 
where b’(n, j) = n 
X’(n,j)2 1 
+- 1% c(S,, 5). 
c(&, 47 I7 
Lemma 5.6. We have 6, L 6. 
Proof. (a) By (5.8) and (5.10) we have for jgJn, 
Then (5.14) yields 
= (l/n)6(S,, {)+(Zz+ l)O,(n-‘). 
&[&,(1)6(&, i)l= n-m-1 -G[~(&, 5)‘l+o,(l/n). 
n 
Similarly, 
&[b’(n, j)b’(n, k) 1 %I 
=f (log cc.%, 5)T+ 
p:;+p;I‘+(Ny+(N:)2 
4sn, 5) 
log c(&, b) 
+ ~~sn~~~,[z(~~:).+pl:I,:.L+(No’+(N’).+4NLN:p::~ 
n, 
+ (N!J2dk + (Nf,)2P3 
=(1/n2)S(S,,~)‘(1+26,r)+(Z:‘,+1)0,(1/n3) 
and thus by (5.14) again, 
F”[B.(S)~,=[(~-~-l)‘+2~-~-~]~~~,~(s~,~)~,+o”(l/~). 
This and (5.17) and the boundedness of S clearly give 
Eal(&(C) -a(&, ())‘I + 0. 
(b) Differentiating in (5.16), we get 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
syp Il;‘(n, j)l= (i+ n ~(~:~~)O,(l) 
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(use Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2). Then by (5.10) and (5.14) as above, we readily obtain 
that &[su~@,(i)~l ~00. This and the uniform boundedness of a(.!&, 6) and (5.18) 
imply (as in the proof of Lemma 5.1): 
s;p l&,(5) -6(X, C)I I’, 0. (5.19) 
(c) Up to taking subsequences, we may assume that in Lemma 5.1, Corollary 5.2 
and (5.19) the convergence holds P,-a.s. That is, outside a P,-null set IV, 
(5.20) 
We pick WG IV. Up to taking a further subsequence we may also assume that 
S,,(w) converges to a limit S, hence y(S,(w), 19)+ y(S, 6), hence y(S, 6) = M(6) > 
0. Therefore d(S, 6) #O. Furthermore Assumption 1.1 shows that c(S,,(w), [)- 
c(S, 5) uniformly in i; so 6(&(w), <)- S(S, 5) uniformly in [, and (5.20) yields 
“YP l&(5> w)-6(S, i)l-0. (5.21) 
Observe that 6(S, 5) 2 0 and that 6(S, 6) = 0 iff c(S, 5) = c(S, 9). Since C(S, 6) # 0, 
there exists F > 0 such that c(S, 5) f c(S, 6) if 15 - 61~ 4~ and 5 f 6. Hence l- 
6( S, 5) admits 6 as its unique local minimum in the interval [ 6 -4~, 6 + 4~1 n 0. 
Thus (5.21) implies that for all n large enough, the function c+ B,,(& w) admits at 
least a local minimum in [ -9 - 2c, 6 +2&l n 0, and also that all its local minima in 
[ 6 -46, 6+4c]n 0 converge to B. Now, (5.20) implies that 1$:(w) - 61~ E for ail 
n large enough. Therefore I?,~(w), which is the local minimum of I?,,( ., w) which 
is closest to A:,(,), lies in [6-4c, 6+4e]n@ for all large n, and II?,,(W)-?? 
follows. 0 
Now that we have consistency for G,,, the proof of asymptotic normality for 
v%( d, - 6) follows the standard Cramer-Dugue scheme (see e.g. Dacunha-Castelle 
and Duflo [1] for a similar contrast-based estimation). 
First since 6 E & and I%,(&,) = 0 if G,, E 6 and M( 6) > 0, Lemma 5.6 and Corollary 
5.2 imply 
P%?(A,,)+l, where A,=(&(~,,)=O, y(S,,, -S)>O}. 
Next we set AL = { y(S,,, 6) > 0) and 
(5.22) 
~ = c(S, *)/Ids,, 811 on A:,, 
n 
i 0 on (A;)“, 
(5.23) 
and we write the Taylor expansion of B,, (with ii,, i: for the second derivatives in g): 
/-&A &(&) =pw,J;; b,(6) 
‘y,&(~Y+u(&-~Y))du. (5.24) 
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The left-hand side of (5.24) is 0 on A,,. Then (5.24) and (5.22) show that the claim 
of Theorem 2.4(b) will follow from the next two properties: 
j_~,,fi @,(a) converges in distribution to a centered 
normal variable with variance 2, (5.25) 
v,, := ~,&(6+u(&-6))du--+ I’, m. (5.26) 
Lemma 5.7. Property (5.25) holds true. 
Proof. (a) Observe that u( n, j) = ~_L,,v’% 6 ”(n, j) is C!?y -measurable for j E J,. Then, 
using a classical result on limits of triangular arrays (see e.g. [6, VII1.2.27]), and in 
view of (5.16), it is enough to prove the following three properties: 
1 E,[u(n, j)'l icy-,] 2 2, (5.28) 
I iI Jr, 
1 &[u(n, j)"l??:',]~O. (5.29) 
I ( .I,, 
(b) Recall that X’( n, j) = Y( n, j) + NJ, + NI, where (see (5.9)) Y( n, j) is, condi- 
tional on C$_, , centered normal with variance pi,. Set Z:, =C:._,,,+2 IX’(n, j)l for 
PEN. Then applying (5.10) and (5.11), we obtain 
E,[X’(n,j)‘~~~_~,]=p:,+0,[(NI,)‘+(N~)2] 
=n_‘c(S,,, 6)+(1+z2,+Z~)O,(n~~), (5.30) 
E,?[X’(n, j)4I~~~,]=3(p~)‘+O,,[(Ni,)4+(Nln)4]+PJnO,[(N~)2+(N!,)2] 
=3n~4C(S,,~)~+(1+Z;t+z~4)0,(n--s), (5.31) 
E,[X’(n, j)“/ie~_,]=0,[(p~)4+(NI,)H+((NI,)X] 
=(l+z”,+Z~~)O,(n~“), (5.32) 
Now, 
u(n,j) = 1 ,:, 
[ 
i,2X’(n,j)2 
nm-“2-n-’ 
c(&, 6) I 
sign(c(S,, 6)). 
Further, P,?(AL)+ 1 by (5.22), and Lemma 5.5 implies that Iz,~” and iZ;l” have 
P,,,-expectations bounded in n for all p EN: hence the sequences (IZ,,]‘), -, and 
(Iz~lp)l? ‘I are bounded in P,-probability. Then one readily deduces (5.27), (5.28) 
and (5.29) from (5.30), (5.31) and (5.32). 0 
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It remains to prove (5.26). Observe that by definition of V, and by (5.16), 
V,, =cL,, i dn, i), (5.33) 
,=,,,+.2 
where 
u( n, j) =; a,, + n@,X’( n, j)’ 
and 
a,, = 
iqs,,, 6-t u(& - 6)) 
4&l, ~fU(&, -6)) -14&z, 8+4&W du, 1 
2r(w+46n-6)) m,~+4&-w) du 
C(S,,_g+u(~,--9))-c(S,,,~+u(~,--9))2 . I 
Setalso w(n,j)=u(n, j)-(l/n)[cu,,+&,c(S,,, ??)].Wededucefrom(5.30)and(5.31), 
from the Xi-measurability of pL,, cy,, p,* and from the boundedness of a!,,, p,,, c 
(by Assumptions 1.1, 1.2 and the additional assumption in Theorem 2.4(b)) that 
E,~[W(n,j)~~~~,]=[l+Z~+Z~]O”(n-‘), 
&[w(n, j)‘I~~~,]=[l+Z”,+Z~~]O,(n~‘) 
Hence by Lemma 5.5 and a standard computation, the following obtains: 
E,Y 
K - 
,=L,-, w(n, j))‘] +O. 
But j_L” _z+ l/m by Corollary 5.2, hence the sequence pn is bounded in 
probability. Since 
we deduce 
v,, -/A,[% +pnccsn, SJl-2 0. 
Now by (5.33), 
PL,[% +Pflc(&, 811 
= IJU, (I ‘qs,, lY+u(&-8)) [ c(S,, -9) (1 c(S,&Y+u(&-6)) ‘-c(sn,8+u(&--9)) 3 d” 
(5.34) 
I 
+ Y(s,,~+u&-~)) c(sl, 6) 
c(S,, 6-t ai - 6)) 
-1 1 ) du . (5.35) 
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At this point, the uniform continuity of c and y and Corollary 5.2 and Lemma 5.6 
imply that 
sup ~c(s,,9)/c(s,,,6+u(~,-6))-1~~0 
Ui[O.l] 
and 
sup Ir(s,,,-9+U(~,-9))-M(9)1~0. 
urro.11 
Since all integrands in (5.35) are uniformly bounded and p, ?+ 1,/m it 
follows that both sides of (5.35) converge in P,-measure to m in view of 
(5.34), this gives (5.26), and the proof of Theorem 2.4 is now complete. Cl 
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